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FOREWORD-_"-------

These notes contain information necessary for the proper care and

maintenance of the SPORTSBOAT. They are the result of much experience

gained in running these boats for rr~ny hours use and contain suggestions

for the avoidance of the more common forms of abuse. Please read them

carefully, the SPORTSBOAT if looked after can offer you no end of pleasure

and will allow you to enjoy the most wonderful of sports to the fullest.

The SPORTSBOAT has been de~igned and developed to give reliable and

economical service with the minimum amount of attention for many hours

r-unrrìrig, Hovrever, no amount of engineering ingenuity or care in manufacture

can truce the place of r-easonabLe attention and avoidance of misuse by the

operator.

Please f'ami.Láar-ì.se yourself wi th the points requiring regular attention,

this is as essential as knowing how to operate the boat.

The SPORTSBOAT is yours to enjoy and remember we are here to assist

you, at any time with any problem, howev r small.

APRIL, 19570

HEALEY MARINE LTD.,
The Cape, Warwicko

Telephone: Warvvick 676/7/8. Telegrams: Healeymarine Warwick"
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TEE NEVy BOAT

Prior to launching your new SPORTSBOATthe following procedure should

be carried out.

10 Removethe battery which is of the dry charged type, fill with acid

and replace. Secure the terminals and switch on the ignition to ensure

that a contact is being made (ignition warning light will glow red)o

DONOTstart engine unl.ees boat is in water,

2, Fill petrol tank. Use premiumgrade fuel where possible,

3.. Check oil level. Both engine and reverse unit are filled with

correct amount on leaving the wo'rks.

4,. Check gas tap is turned on; that handle is in line with piping; that

sea cock handle is in vertical posi tian"

5. Turn steering wheel from lock to lock to check operation of rudder.,

6, Check horn operating ..

7> Check navigation lamp working,

RUNN:mG IN, .. ,

Each engine unit is given a bench test prior to fitment and will reach

you ready for the water with all adjustments made,

For the first 10 hours running ,full throttle should be used sparingly,

although bursts of about 10 seconds duration are not likely to do any harm.

However}the engine should not be consi. ered run -Ln urrti.I 25 hours running

have elapsed" It is important that th o'ì.Lsbe changed at 25 hours in

accordance with the lubricat.ion Lns'tr-uctn orrs .
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STARTING .AIID RUNNING

Before starting the engine, check the oil level in the sump. Ensure that

the gear lever is in neutral. If the engine is cold, pullout the choke control.

Switch on the ignition? ensure that the ignition light glows~ then push

the starter control firmly. Release it if the engine fails to start within five

or six seconds1 wait for the engine to stop rotating and then push the starter

again,

Should the engine not start after a reasonable number of attempts, check

up on possible causes, Do not persist in operating the starter, as a great

strain is imposed on the battery by so doing,

As soon as the engine starts, release the starter control and warm up the

engine at a fairly fast idling speed." Should the oil pressure be below 30 lb./

sq,in~J stop the engine immediately and investigate the cause, Failure to do

so may result in serious damage to the engine. Also check that the ignition

warning light goes out when the engine is running above idling speed, as this

indicates that the dynamo is charging the battery,

The thermostat has been omitted and an improved water circulation system

fitted. A thermostat is only considered ~ecessary where water temperature

is 40 degrees F 9 or below,"

Push in the choke control completely as soon as the engine will run

evenly without its use.

When the boat has been out of action for several days, the fuel in the

carburettor may have evaporated. In these circumstances, before attempting

to start the engine, refill the carburettor by operating the priming lever on

the fuel pump~ this being located low down on the left side of the engine.

The pumping action should be distinctly felt until the carburettor bowl
.~..",.

is full, If this pumping action is not in evidence) turn the engine about

one full turn, whereupon the priming lever should then be free to pump,
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TRACING TROUBLES

Engine will not start

If for any reason the engine fails to start readily when the starter switch

is operated) do not keep it revolving for a long period, but return the starting

switch to the "OFF" posi tian at once> One of the following things may be the

cause of the +roub ì.ee

The ignition switch may not have been turned on,

The fuel supply may be exhausted"

The CarblITettor mixture control may be wrongly set, causing the mixtcrre
to be either too rich or too weak,

The sparking plugs may be fouled with condensation, oil or carbon.

The fuel filter or the carburettor jets may be choked.

The fuel pipe may be clogged or may have an air lock.

The battery may be run down.

There may be water in the fuel feed,

Fuel shut off valve may be closed"

Engine Misses at High Speeds only

This may be occasioned by:

Faulty sparking plugs which may be fouled or gaps not properly set.

Shortage of fuel due to dirt or obstructions in the fuel pipe;

accumulation of dirt at the filter, or the fuel feed not working

properly,

Improper functioning of the inlet or exhaust valves (inlet valves

.ìnd.ì.cated when "spi+t.Lng" in the carburettor takes place, exhaust

valves when "banging" in the silencer takes place).

The valve clearance may be badly set.

One of the electrical connections may be loose, particularly the high

tension leads between the distributor and the sparking plugs,

The distributor contact breaker may be badly set or dirty,
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Warped or badly pitted valves, also arising from faulty setting of the

tappet clearance.

Engine Misses at All Speeds

This may be due to:

Faulty sparking plugs vñth an internal fault, such as oil on the plug

points, carbon deposit, or too vàde a setting.

Faulty valve action due to incorrect setting of the valve tappet

clearance or a valve sticking in the guide.

Broken valve spring.

Insufficient fuel due to the fuel filter being clogged.

One of the ignition wires may be loose and making intermi ttent

connection.

Distributor contacts may not be functioning with regularity and in need

of attention.

The carburettor may be flooding, due to dirt on the valve seating,

causing the mixture to be too rich.

Engine Misses at Low Speeds only

This may be due to:

Valves not seating properly, due to faulty tappet setting or distortiono

Air leaks in the induction system, due to faulty joints between the

carburettor and the induction pipe or the induction pipe and the

cylinder block. Check the joint gaskets for soundness and tighten

up all the nuts o

Faulty carburettor settingo

Spark may be too far advanced vmen the engine is running very slowly.

Check the functioning of the automatic advance and retard in the

dist:dbutor.
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Engine Stops Suddenly

If the engine stops suddenly without makìng any further attempts to

run:

Examine the carburettor and ascertain that the float-chamber is

receiving a sufficient fuel supply. (Shortage of fuel is often

indicated by one or two restarts before the engine finally stops,

or by "spitting" through the oarburettor).

Test the flow from the carburettor.

Test the spark at the plug points by removing a plug, resting it on the

engine and observing the spark when the starter motor switch is

pressed.

If the spark is weak or non-existent, check the connections to the

distributor and check the distributor contact breaker points;

clean and reset, if necessary.

If the spark is still weak, test all electrical connections.

If the spark still remains weak, check the distributor as indicated in

the paragraph on checking ignition faults.

Engine "Spits" through Carburettor

This is usually an indication of a weak mixture.

Check the fuel supply to the carburettor float-chamber. Remove the

carburettor filter, clean and replace.

It may be caused by air leaks in the induction system. Check over

all joints in the induction manifold, and tighten up tre nuts

securely.

Faulty setting of the inlet valve tappet clearance, preventing the

valves from closing properly also causes this trouble.

One or other of the inlet valves may be sticking in its guide.
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"Banging" in the Exhaust

This is usually an indication of a faulty exhaust valve which is not

closing properly, due to a warped seating or a faulty valve tappet

clearance.

It may be due to the exhaust valve sticking in its guide.

It may also be produced by a faulty mixture supply which is either too

rich or too weak.

Starter Motor does not Operate

This may be caused by an exhausted battery, due to excessive use of the

starter motor.

It may also be caused by broken or loose wires, either in the battery,

the starting switch or the starter motor. Therefore, examine all

terminals and wires carefully for looseness or damage.

Corroded terminals sometimes produce poor contact and thus interfere

vàth the functioning of the battery or the motor. Disconnect all

corroded terminals; thoroughly clean and finally coat them liberally

with petroleum jelly.

The starting switch may be defective, in which case it should be

renewed,

Engine Lacks Poner and is Sluggish

This, in a new engine, may be caused by general tightness of the engine

and will wear off after the engine has been used for approximately

50 hours.

It may also be due to faulty setting of the ignition control or

seizure of the automatic ignition control mechanism due to lack

of lubrication.

Faulty setting of the carburettor mixture control is also a source

of trouble of this nature.
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In an engine which has over 500 hours ( r-unnìng, sluggishness is an

indication of excessive carbon deposit1 particularly if

accompanied by "pinking" when the engine is pulling hard.

It may also be occasioned by faulty valves or faulty valve

clearances.

~ne Runs Hot

Seacock partially or completely blocked.

Carburettor strangler control maintained at "òperating" position

for too long period. The carburettor strangler control should

be returned to the "OFF" position as quickly as possible after

starting without causing the engine to splutter and run unevenly.

Carb'urettor mixture too rich or too weak.

Slipping of belt on water pump, For adjustment see Maintenance

section,

Opening on water intake may be clogged or partially closed,

Old hose on intake side of pump may be collapsing at high speeds and

restri.cting flow of water.

Water Pump trouble has developed~ impellers are worn or torn off.

Disconnect discharge side and check for proper water delivery.,
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UNDERWAY

The engine should never be used far maximum performance until such time

has elapsed for it to attain a reasonable running temperature of over 140oF.

The gearbox allows the warming up procedure to take place whilst the boat

is still at its moorings.

The next step is to cast off and either move forvrards or backwards

away from the jetty. Never drive away at full throttle, this only disturbs

other boat owners and craft at their moorings. It may impress but it does

not mru(e towards good feeling. Remember a rudder is completely ineffective

whilst the engine is switched off or in neutral and a boat never steers as

well in reverse as it does going forward. The rudder is designed on all
"

craft to give its best at its higher speeds and unfortunately no marine

architect can give a craft instantaneous reactions at all speeds. The

reverse serves more as a brake and aid to manoeuvring. The craft should

never be driven backwards at more than crawling speed. ALWAYS close the

throttle to idling speed before operating the gear change lever.

When clear of your moorings and in the open water the craft is yours

to enjoy and now is the opportunity to make the best of it.

Open the throttle to its fullest, the craft will immediately attain

its planing position and you w~illbegin to appreciate V~1yyou chose a

SPORTSBOAT. The steering becomes light and responsive and immediately its

advantages over the cable and pulley type are felt, It just cannot be

damaged by rough treatment.

Turns can be taken at full throttle but never attempt this with anyone

sitting on deck.

In rough water and in another boatrs wake discretion should be used

until the best speed is found for these conditions. The boat can stand

more buffeting than the human frame which at the same time appreciates a

little comfort. Do not attempt high speed runs if there is a possibility

of the craft leaving the water as the engine is liable to over-rev.

Approach your moorings at slow speed and when almost at them, move the

gear lever into reverse and then neutral. With a little practice the boat

will be brought alongside without any bother. Allow the engine to idle

for a few seconds, switch off and secure.
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LUBRICATION

Oil Changes and Draining the Sump.and Reverse Gear

Duri.ng the first few hours of the life of a new engine, whilst the

"bedding=in" process of the various bearings and working parts of the

engine is taking place, minute particles of metal will be displaced and

carried into the sump and oil filter by the circulating oil. On new and

reconditioned engines, therefore, we recommend that the sump should be

drained and refilled with fresh, clean oil after the engine has run

twerrty-f'á ve hours on petrol/gasoline. This is to ensure that any of the

impurities which may have accumulated in the sump during the initial

running=in are removed. The sump draining should be carried out by using

a sump pump, the pipe of which is inserted into the dip stick hole. The

pump can be supplied by Healey Marine.

Also, by reason of the fact that all oil loses some of its lubricating

properties and becomes contaminated with carbon after it has been in use

some length of time, we recommend that the sump should be drained and

refilled with fresh oil after every 50 hours' running on petrol/gasoline.

Do not use paraffin for flushing purposes.

A change of oil is best made immediately after the engine has been in

use and while it is still warm, as the oil is I in consequence, more fluid

and sediment 'is still in suspension and has not had time to settle,

It is) at the same time, advisab1e to change the oil filter element

as neceasar-y, before introducing the fresh oil, Use the recommended oil

when refilling and remember that the sump holds approximately 8.1/2 U.S.

pints, Reverse gear holds 4-,8U,S. pints.

Cleaning the Sump

It is important that the sump should be removed for cleaning after

the engine has run approximately 1ßOO hours on petrol due to the fact

the minute particles of dirt and dust will have collected in the sump and,

in addition, small amounts of condensed water in the oil will have produced

aciditY1 resulting in the formation of sludge in the base of the sump.
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The External Oil Filter (Servicing)

An external oil filter of the renewable--element type is fitted on the

starboard side of the engine and, to ensure satisfactory functioning of the

filter, it is recommended that the element should be renewed after the

first 25 hours] again when the engine oil is changed at 150 hours and

renewed thereafter at regular intervals of 150 hours or every second time

the engine ojl is changed, whichever occurs first.

Should working conditions or an examination of the oil in the sump

indicate it necessary, the filter element should be renewed more frequently.

The old element should be replaced by an appropriate new element) a

Tecalemi t F.G. 2346"

To remove the element, the central bolt securing the filter case to

the filter head should be undone and the element withdrawn from the casing:

before fitting the new element; the case should be washed out with clean

paraffin and thoroughly dried.

NOTE

ìVhen the equipment is operated in the proximity of sand or in very

dusty conditions" attention to the filter and engine oils should be carried

out approximately twice as frequently as indicated above,
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RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS
OVEE\SEAS

B.P.
Duokhams Vaouum Shell Wakefie1çl 'Esso' Energo1

Engine 3e£ Duckhams Mobi1oi1 Shell Castro1 Esso1ube Energo1
f~ 90°F (320C) NOL A X.100 XL 30 Motor Oil
down to 32 F (O C) Thirty JO S.A.E,30

Garbox Duokhams Mobi10i1 Shell Cas tz-o- Esso1ube Energo1
NOL Arctio X.100 lite, 20 Motor Oil
Twenty 20 S,A,E,20

ring Box, Duokhams Mobi1ube Shell Castro1 Esso .:xp Energol
r Pump and NOL G.X.140 Spirax Hi- Compound Trans-
Nipples E.P.T. 140 EP Press S,A.E.140 mission

140 Oil E.Po
S,A.E,140

Low r Pump and Duokhams Mobil Shell Castro- Esso Energrease
tern Tube H,B.B, Grease Retinax lease Bearing 0.3.

Grease No.5 A Heavy Grease

1 . tr'butor and Duokha.ms Mobil Shell Wakefield Esso Energo1
0, Can NOL Handy X.100 Oilit Handy Motor Oil

Twenty Oil 20 Oil S.A.E.20

Duokha.ms Mobil Shell Wakefield Esso Energol
Adooids Upp_er- Donax Castrollo Upper U.C,L.

lube U Motor
Lubrioant

~ngine : Above 900F (320C) or for oontinuous high-speed at
high temperatures, use next heavier grade of Oil.
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REVERSE UNIT & CLUTCH

If there is indication that clutch slip is taking place under full

load conditions, the reverse unit actuating mechanism should be examined.

Correct adjustment will be indicated if a certain amount of force is

required to push the control lever right home in the ahead position.

(This must not be confused with the initial push required to release

the lever from the centre, or neutral, position). If the lever goes

home with too great ease, remove the inspection cover by unscrewing the

four bolts which secure it in position. Slack off the locknuts on the

pressure pins passing through the short arms of the three operating

toggles which are revealed in the aft end of the reverse unit case,

taking care not to alter the setting of the pressure pins during the

process. The pressure pins should now be tightened up equally - say,

half a turn - care being exercised to see that an equal pressure is

exerted by each. This is very necessary since vibration, due to slack

pressure pins, may cause considerable damage to the clutch thrust

bearings and the reverse gear.

Slackness of a pressure pin may be located by moving the operating

lever gently tavrards the ahead position until the operating cam just makes

contact with the toggle levers, Slackness in any particular lever can

thus easily be felt with the fingers when they are rocked.

In order to test whether this adjustment is correct, move the lever

slowly into the ahead positian. VHwn the cone strikes the toggle levers,

a little force should be required to push the lever right home into

position. It may occur that it is necessary at the same time to make an

adjustment to the reverse gear band, The usual symptom indicating this

to be necessary is that the reverse gear is inclined to slip. This may

be caused by the lever fouling some obstruction, such as the decking, and

that around the astern position of the lever should, therefore, always be
kept clear,

vVhen the lever is put over to the astern position, a brake band is

operated which holds the epicyclic gear drum stationary. The brake band

is actuated by a wedgebar which is connected to the control lever
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nt mally by an arm and thus contracts the reverse gear clutch band onto

th p oyo io gear drum. On both sides of the reverse unit case will be
found E looknut on the end of the brake band spindle bush whichmust first
b tightening up the squareheadedadjusting screws

O sp ndle bush end. Adjust the right hand (starboard) adjusting
o that the band has ,007" clearance this side. Thenadjust the

t lmnd (port) adjusting screw to prevent slip. Checkthat the band

c't bind in neutral, Whenthe brake band has been adjusted, it is
:lm Mv to re-lock the assemblyby tightening up the locknuts.

In o:r'derto test the correctness of the adjustment, look inside the
hotu 1ng and push the lever over to the astern positione Whenthe brake
'l1111¡! ,. fully contracted, with the reverse gear drumsecurely held, the
Lu II n the ends of the brake band should be centralo

'rh reverse gear brake band is supported by a plug in the base of the
'LI I Lng directly below the brake band. This plug is provided ri th

ù u tm-nt and should be so set that whenthe brake band is free it is
p( rn 'Vb d to fall just clear of the reverse gear drum. It is correctly

L b fore delivery and under normal conditions should never need
II L tlon,

I ~

Lo Lh

s extremely important that the gear is kept correctly adjusted
times" An improperly adjusted clutch will cause slip and damage
olutch p.La.bes, Anovertightened reverse band will cause drag,

t uLLlng in heating} loss of powerand damageto the drumsurface,
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MAINTENANCE(General)

DYNAMODRIVINGBELT

Provision is made to keep the driving belt taut by means of an

adjustable link plate secured to the water jacket covero

To adjust the tension of the driving belt, slacken the two bolts

securing the dynamo _to its b.racke t on the cylinder head and the bolt

securing the dynamo to the link plate just' suf'f'Lcd.errt.Ly to allow the

dynamo to be moved by hand away from the engine to tighten the driving
belt as necessary .. Afterwards re~tighten the bolts securely"

CORRECTBELTTENSION

Care should be taken not to overtighten the bel t. or undue ~ain

wi 11 be put on the dynamo and auxiliary drive. shaft bearings. Only a

_lighLE.ull wi th the. hand on the dynamo is needed. and i t should be

Eoss~ble to move the belt at the centre of its run when the adjustment
is completed and seº-ured.

STERN GEAR

The propeller shaft is of high tensile manganese bronze and runs in

a bronze inner bearing wi th ad,justable gland. Do not overtighten this

gland, or you will damage the packing and shaft", The packing consists of

three pieces of 3/1611 square gland packing. The underwater bearing is a

1" x 1~" x 4" Dunlop rubber bear-í.ng, This can be replaced by removing the
locking screw and drawing out.

DONOTRUNTHE SHAFTWHEN BOATIS OUTOFWATER.AS IT DEPENDS.ONWATERFOR
LUBRICATION.AND DAMAGEWOULDRESULT.

STEERING

The Steering Box is a self-contained unit of the Camand Lever type.

Adjustments can be made when necessary by means of the screw projecting
from the steering box side cover.
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It cannot be over-emphasised that the correct lubricant is used in the
steering box and, under no circumstances, must grease be used in the box.

The steering linkage consists of a one piece rod connecting a fork end

on steering lever and one on the rudder lever; no adjustment of this rod is

necessary.

CLEANINGTHEBOAT----------
For normal day to ·daycleaning a sponging and lea thering will suf'f'Lce,

The HLtll Apart from wí.p'i.ng downthis will need no attention other than
repainting whennecessary.

TheDecks, Awipe downand whendry, an applica tian of a wax pol ish, will
keep the Mahoganysections, mirror bright. The Teak deck sect ions maybe
scr-ubbedto removestains and then treated with a light application of
Lì.ns.eed oi L,

TheFi ttings. Regular wiping dry and then wiping over wi th a rag dipped in
thir.. oi l wi II keep these like new.

TheWhldscreen. Should only be cleaned with a wash leather or with a
Perspex polish.

~e Upholstery. Canbe kept ir, newcondi t ion with soap and water and oil
spots or similar can be removedwith a petrol rag"

The Floor (;8n he removedand scrubbed with soap and water.

TheH¡JI BottolT" Has been treatei with arrt ì- foul i.ngwhich should keep all
marine growth at bayfi Should the bottom becomef'ouled j t should be scraped
and treated again as 8ny form of growthwill seriously impair the performance
of the boat,
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MAINTENANCE (Electrical)

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

All the electrical system is of a l2-volt type. It consists of 12 volt

battery, coil distributor, starter, dynamo, regulator box, starter solenoid,

horn and light s.

A spare switch is placed in the panel for any additional equipment such

as a search light, that the owner may wish to add.

The ignition is controlled by a turn switch with removable key.

The dynamo is of the compensated voltage control type for use in

conjunction with a l2-volt circuit. Its output is controlled by a regulator

unit which is housed along with the cut-out in a control box. The

identification marks and service numbers are stamped on the dynamo body.

When ordering replacement units, always quote these numbers and symbols.

The dynamo requires very little attention to ensure satisfactory running.

LUBRICATION

The bearings are packed vnth grease before leaving the Works.

Every 150 hours, unscrew the lubricator fitted at tre commutator end ,

lift out the felt pad and spring and about half-fill the lubricator with

high-melting-point grease. Replace the spring and felt pad and screw the

lubricator in position on the commutator end bracket.

When the engine is given a general overhaul, the dynamo should be

dismantled for cleaning, adjustment and re-packing the bearings with grease.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION EVERY 500 HOURS

BRUSHES

Inspect the brushes and see that they slide freely in their holders.

Additionally, ensure that the brushes are "bedding" evenly on the commutator,

that is, the brush faces in contact with the commutator should preserit a

uniformly polished surface. Dirty brushes may be cleaned wi th a cloth

moistened with petrol.
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Ar L r long service, when the brushes have becomeworn so that they will

n 't l l pr-oper-Ly on the commutator, or the brush flexible copper wì.re shows

LIli ugh on the brush face, they should be renewed.

is recommendedthat none but genuine Lucas brushes be fitted, as

specially made for the machine ani will give the best results

111 l 'l.hr L ngest life. Villenordering brush replacements, state the type and

Ir ,J;'V'1\. number-s of the dynamofor which they are required.

( MMlj'PJ\.'I'OR

rphl. surface of the commutator should be kept clean and free of oil and

1¡lllflll dust, etc . ; neglect to this precaution will result in the commutator

IIr owl (S blackened, causing sparking to occur at the brushes, thus

r111~ I't.r 1)"Lng the l if e of th e machine.

'l'hobest way to clean the commutator is to insert a fine duster and

¡Itll" L by means of a suitably shaped piece of woodagainst the commutator

~IId"1 , rotating the armature at the same time by cranking round the engine

ultwly.

fl'llu armature spindle of this machine is fitted wì, th a pinion which,

111 l'o rrtìon, runs into engagement with the teeth cut on the flywheel.

Il1ltHt ,HIÜ ly the engine begins to fire, the pinion is automatically thrown

0111. fi O108h. The type number and service number are stamped on each motor

till!I tihoul.d always be quoted when carre sponding with the Makers•

.lAMM IN :

I1.Af1.otically all cases of the starter pinion becoming jammedin mesh

W111Lhe flywheel can be traced to intermittent depression of the starter

resulting in the starter pinion clashing with the revolving teeth

II LIl lywheel. If the engine does not start when the switch is depressed

l', I ~ht first time, allow the flywheel and starter to come conpletely to

!L l rore making a second attempt to start up.

Ir th pinion does become jammed, the central metal cover on the end

ul' Lht tarter motor should be withdrawn, making it possible to use a

IpLU1tì r on the extended squared end of the armature spindle. By carefully

Ul;'\1l! ) the spindle, it will usually be possible to re Leaee the pinion.

In tr me cases, it may be necessary to remove the starter.
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LUBRICATION

The bearings of the starter motor require no lubrication whatever in

service.

CLEANING AND INSPECTION

As in the case of the dynamo, the surface of the qammutator must be

kept clean and free of oil, carbon dust etc,, and similar recommendations

apply. If, for any reason, the pinion does not engage with the flywheel

teeth, remove the starter motor, examine the screwed sleeve on the armature

spindle and see if it is free of dirt; if necessary, wash over with petrol

and lubricate very lightly.

THE BATTERY

The following are/the most important maintenance hints:

Keep the acid level wi th the top of the plate separators.

Add only distilled water, never tap-water.

Test the condition of the battery by taking readings of the specific

gravity of the acid with a hydrometer.

The battery must never be left in a discharged condition.

Keep. the terminals spanner tight, free of corrosion and smeared

with petroleum jelly.

Do not use a naked light to inspect the acid level.

TOPPING UP

At leas t once a month the vent plugs in the top of the battery should

be removed and the level of the acid solution examined. If necessary,

distilled water should be added to bring the level to the top of the plate

separators. If the aaid solution has been accidentally spilled, it should

be replaced by a diluted sulphuric acid solution of the strength indicated

on either the side or the cover of the battery. It is important when

examining the cells that naked lights should not be held near the vents

on account of the possible danger of igniting the gas coming from the plates.
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s.

I~ Ilrrd.n the battery terminals and see that they are qui te tight. Keep

h m It r l w' th petroleum jelly to prevent corrosion. The top of the

houId be kept clean and dry, care should be talœn not to spill

tI 1. t when adjusting the level of the electrolyte or when taking

g rw' ty readings"

II~ Lll equipment is laid by for more than a month, the battery must be

nUl! 11 charge from a separate source of electrical energy about once

fl "li II ell ~ in order to obviate any permanent sulphation of the pLat.ee,

J 11 II (.11. umsbances must the electrolyte be removed from the battery and

111 Il1 I u o.llowed to dry, as certain chemical changes take place which

Ilit 111Loss of capacity and shorten battery life.

11'1.::lIl'lrHl r1111~ CONDITIONOFTHEBATTERY

I L I n ndvisable to complete the inspection by measuring the specific

II V 1:/ ,'tb.e acid, as this gives a very good indication of the state of

IIIt' ~ 01' Lhe battery.

fin Il.ltrument, knownas a Hydrometer, is employed for this purpose.

VI I lui l" I' ead.ì.ngs of each cell do not provide a reliable indica tian of

h. I (tl" Ion of the battery unless special precautions which make such

t, tIL. nnnuLtable for the average owner are taken and, on that account, WP.

thl l\llt l'll(l')mmendthis test.

llm~ rrlm HYDROMETER

II. t'or- measuring the specific gravity of the acid solution by means

hylr'Omter see that the acid is at the correct level but avoid

l t. ding immediately after replenishing a cell with distilled

'l'ho r adings should be approximately the same. If one cell gives

differently from the rest, it may be that the acid has been

,d l i\ ti or has leaked from this par-t ì cul.ar' cellar there maybe a "shor-t"

III l.wl 1\ Llio plates. In this case we advise the owner to have his battery

'J{1l1l1 11l!ll ~ Lucas Service Depot to trace the cause and prevent the

L ',l th I f' ro developing.
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The specific gravity figures are;

1•285 .~1 o 300 when fully charged.

1.210 approx. when half-discharged.

1.150 approx. when fully discharged.

VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND CUT-OUT

The voltage regulator, cut-out and fuses are usually mounted as one

unit. The voltage regulator controls the dyqamo charging rate and the cut-out

automatically closes the charging circuit as soon as the dynamo voltage rises

sufficiently above that of the battery. When the dynamo voltage falls below

that of the ba.t'tery, the reverse action t.akesplace .-,the cut-out opens and

thereby prevents the battery from discharging itself through the dynamo.

The combined voltage regulator and cut-out unit is accurately set before

leaving the Works and, as it does not need any adjustment, it is sealed.

Any attention to this unit should be entrusted to a Lucas Service Depot.
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LIFTING

The lifting should be effected from the two combined lifting/mooring

cleats on the fore and after deck. A bridle should be used with a stretcher

between the two lines so that an upward lift is ensured.

Do not lift with anyone in the boat or if there is a large Quantity of

water in the bilge.

A sound rope of at least 1" in circumference should be used. Do not

enter the hook of the bridle directly into the lifting poin~as this may

cause damage. ~'." ,'

! "! '" ¡I \)v\i.l¿...~~
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LAYlliG UP .AND FITTlliG OUT

Laying...!!.:e

It is not advisable to leave the boat in the water through the winter

or for extended periods when not in use. It is very important to remember

to drain the water system if there is any likelihood of freezing.

Unless it is intended to remove the engine for overhaul the following

procedure to prevent the internal corrosion is recommended.

At the end of the last run before hauling out? with the engine running,

spray engine oil into the carburettor until the engine chokes. After the

boat is hauled out and the engine cool, remove the spark plugs and pour a

small quantity of a rust inhibiting oil into each cylinder.

When the boat is hauled out of the water it should be thoroughly washed

down with fresh water, cleaning off all adhering dirt, sand and sea water

deposi ts which may be liable to cause tre onset of corrosion" Ensure that

the bilges are free from water or oil and remove the seat cushions which

should be stored in a dry place.

The battery should be ta1œn out of the boat and kept in condition by

regular qharging.

The water system should be drained by opening the tap on the right-rear

side of the engine block.

The boat should be rested firmly on chocks or on the Healey sports

Trailer. On no account should the hull be allowed to rest on damp concrete.

Parts on the engine liable to rust should be coated lightly with grease.

To obtain easier access to, or to remove the engine, it is suggested

that the strongback be removed. This is secured by two brass nuts and bolts

at either side.

Fitting Out

Very little maintenance is required on the hull other than a general

visual check to see that everything is in order.

The engine should not require an overhaul each season if it has been

properly maintained.
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In order to inspect the condition of the engine the cylinder head

should be removed. It will then be possible to see the condition of the

valves etc? ~ also oil which has been injected into the bore should be

cleaned out, making initial starting easier,

The sparking plugs should be properly tested and cleaned, and the

gap adjusted to between ,,019to ,,021Lns , Adjustment should be nade by

adjusting the side electrode.

Check the gap between the contact breaker points in the distributor,

Adjust to the correct clearance (.014 to ,016 in,,)~by bringing the fibre

~~eel on the contact breaker arm to the high point of the cam and after

looserdng the two adjustment locking screws that secure the fixed contact

breaker plate to the base plate, move the plate until the correct clearance

between the points is obtained and tighten the screws"

¡',..

Electrics

Check all terminals and see that they are tight and clean, Inspect

the wiring for any deterioration of the insulation due to chafing etc,

Replace the battery fully charged" replacing the negative cable first,

Check that all electri eaL equ.ipment is switched of'f, If arcing occurs when

the positive (earth) strap is replaced then there is an earthed short

circui ted wire in one of the c.i.rcuì.t.s,

Water System

Check that all water connections are tight.

Transmission

The propeller should be removed and nicks or scores gently filed

out. If there is any sign of the blade being bent the propeller shòuld be

returned for overhaul either to us or to a reputable propeller manufacturer.

In many cases of severe vibration, no apparent damage to the propeller

can be seen, however, the propeller should be checked for pitch. This should

be done by a competent firm who has the equipment to check pitch,
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REPAINTING

The Hull

Usually this will entail rubbing down, filling any deep scratches and

repainting.

Rubbing dovv.nshould be carried out using a fine sandpaper mounted on

a pad of rubber or felt. The hull and the sandpaper should be kept well

moistened during the operation,

To fill scratches use a marine cement filler.

A marine undercoat should be used followed by a similar finishing coat,

Details of the type of paint and colour number can be obtained from Warwick

by quoting the hull number.

The Hull Bottom

This has been treated with an anti-fouling compound and paint should

not be applied over this.

The Decks

These should not require revarnishing if properly cared for but if this

becomes necessary it should be lightly sandpapered down and a marine varnish

applied. During the revarnishing process the air should be kept as free

from dust as possible,

The Teak sections require no maintenance other than a light scrubbing

followed by an application of linseed oil when dry.
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SUPPLEMENT

Water Ski-ing with the Sports Boat

On all inboard powered boats the towing line should be secured at

point forward of the thrust point on the transmission, i.e. approximately

above the engine, and for this the manufacturers can supply a special ski

attachment.

Towing from transom points as with inboard craft is not recommended.

The use of a correctly positioned tow point allows the boat to retain its

normal handling characteristics besides bringing the tow rope within the

reach of the operator so that he can pull it in to the boat without

leaving his seat.

The towing line should be of a good quality line and of approximately

75 feet in length,

Never attempt to board or leave the boat whilst in motion or when

in gear.
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SPECIFICATION

AUSTIN-HEALEY '55 I LIGHT MARINE ENGINE

GENERAL DATA

ENGINE

Type

Number of CylLndez-s

Bore

IR-DH

4
2.875 in.

3.5 in.

90.88 cu. in.

l, 3, 4, 2.

8.15 to l.

(73.025 mm.)
(89 mm.)
(1489 c.c.)

Stroke

Capacity

Firing Order

Compression Ratio

Capacity of Combustion Chambers
(valves fitted)

Valve Operation

B.M.E.P.

38.2 to 39.2 c.c. (2.3 to 2.4 cu.in).

Overhead by Push-Rod

128.8 Ib./sq.in. at 3,500 r.p.m.

Torque

Oversize Bore: 1st
Max

74 Ib.ft. at

.010 in.

.040 in.

3,500 r.p.m.

(.254 mm.)
(1.016 rrm, )

B.H.P, 55 at 4,000 r.p.m.

CRANKSHAFT

Main Journal Diameter

Minimum Regrind Diameter

Crankpin Journal Diameter

Crankpin Minimum Regrind
Diameter

2 in. (50.8 mm.)
1.96 in. (49.78 mm.)
1.875 in. (47.625 rrm)

1.835 in. (46.61 mm,)

:MAIN BEA._"RINGS

Number and Type

Material Bottom Half

Material Top Half

Length

End Clearance

Three. Shell-type.

Steel-backed. White Metal.

Steel-backed. Copper Lead.

1.375 in. (34.925 mm.)
.002 to .003 in. (.051 to .Q76 mm.)

End Thrust Taken by Thrust Washers at Centre Main

RlliLDingClearance .0005 to .002 in.
Bearings.

(•0127 to .0508 mm, )
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CONNECTJNG RODS

Length between Centres

(.203 to .,305mm,)
(.002 to .04 mm.)

(.043 to .051 mm.)
(.090 to .106 mm.)

Plus .010 in., plus .020 in., plus .030 in.,
plus .040 in.

(plus .254 mm., plus
.508 mm., plus .762 mm.,
plus 1.106 mm.)

(2.81 to 3.0 mm.)
(1.56 to 1.58 mm.)
(.20 to .33 mm.)
(.038 to .089 mm.)

(3.,94to 3.99 mm.)
(2.81 to 3.0 mm.)
(•20 to .33 nun.)
(,040 to 0091 mm.)

Clamped
.nOOl to .00035 in. (00025 to .009 mm.)

Hand push fit as 68oF•

•6869 to .6871 in. (17.447 to 17.,4523mm.)

BIG-END BEARINGS

Material Bottom Half

Material Top Half

Bearing Side Clearance

Bearing Diametrical Clearance

I
Steel and Lead Indium.

Steel and Lead Indium.

.008 to ,,012in.

.0001 to .0016 in.

PISTONS

Type

Clearances: Bottom of Skirt
Top of Skirt

Aluminium Alloy.

.0017 to .0023 in.

.0035 to .0042 in.

Oversizes

PISTON RINGS

Compr-e ssion; Plain

Tapered

Top Ring

2nd and 3rd Rings.

.111 to .118 in.

.0615 to .0625 in.

.008 to .013 in.

.0015 to .0035 in.

Slotted Scraper

.1552 to .1562 in.

.111 to .118 in.

.008 to .013 in.

.0016 to .0036 in.

Width

Thickness

Fitted Gap

,Clearance in Groove

Oil-control Type

Width

Thickness

Fitted Gap

Clearance in Groove

GUDGEON PIN

Type

Fit

Diameter
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V.ALVES AND VJUNE GEAR

Valves Seat Angle Inlet
Exhaust

Inlet
Exhaust

Inlet
Exhaust

45°.
45°.

1.1/2 in.
1.3/8 in.

11/32 in.
11/32 in.
.357 in.

(38.1 nun.)
(34.9 nun.)
(8.73 nun.)
(8~73 mm.)
(9. 06 nun.)

(Hot)

52 pitches

Head Diameter

Stem Diameter

Valve Lift

Valve Stem to Guide
Clearance

Valve Rocker Clearance:
Running
Timing

Timing :Markings

Chain Pitch and Number of Pitches

Inlet Valve: Opens
Closes

Opens
Closes

Exhaust Valve:

V.ALVEGUIDES

Length: Inlet
Exhaust

Diameter: Inlet Outside
Inside

Exhaust Outside
Inside

Fitted Height above Head

V.ALVE SPRTI'-TGS

Free Length; Inner
Outer

Fitted Length: Inner
Outer

Number of Working Coils: Inner
Outer

.003 in. (.076 nun.)

,017 in, (.43 mm.)
.021 in. (.53 mm.)
Dimples on Timing Wheels

3/8 in. (9.52 nun.)
°16 B.T.D.C.

56°A.B.D.C.

°510B,B.D.C.
21 A.T.D.C.

1.7/8 in.
2,9/32 in.

05635 in,
.3438 in,

,5635 in,
.406 in.

.625 in.

(47.63 mm.)
(57.94 mm.)
(14.31 mm.)
(8.73 mm.)
(14.31 mm.)
(10.32 mm.)
(15.87 mm.)

1.31/32 in.
2.3/64 in.

lo7/16 in.
1.9/16 in.

6.1/2
4.1/2

(50 nun.)
(51.99 mm.)
(36.51 mm~)
(39.69 mm.)

Valve Open Inner 50 lb.
Outer 105 lb.
Inner 30 lb.
Outer 60.1/2 lb.

(22.7 kg.)
(47.6 kg.)
(13.6 kg.)
(27 kg.)

Pressure
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Type

Diameter:

Flat base

Body
Working

:Face

Barrel type.

13/16 in.

9/16 in.

(20.64 mm,)

(14.29 mm.)
(58,25 to 58.5 mm.)Length 2.293 to 2.303 in.

ROCKERS

Outside Diameter before fitting

Inside Diameter (reamed in
position)

Bore of Rocker Arms

Rocker Ratio

es
CAMSHAFT

Journal Diameters: Front

Centre

Rear

End Float

Bearing: Number and Type

Outside Diameter (before fitting)

Front
Centre
Rear

Inside Diameter (reamed in
position)

Front
Centre
Rear

Clearance

ENGINE LUBRICATION SYSTEM

Oil Pump Type
Relief Pressure Valve

operates

Relief Valve Spring: Free Length
Fitted

Length

Identification Colour
32

.751 in. (19.07 mm.)

.616 to .620 in.

.7485 to .7489 inn

1.426 : l

(15.65 to 15074 mm.)

(19.01 to 19002 mm.)

1.78875 to 1.78925 in.
(45.43 to 45.l¡.!+ mm, )

1.728r to 1.72925 in.
(43.91 to 43.92 mm.)

1.62275 to 1.62325 in.
(41.22 to 41.23 mm.)

.,003 to .007 in• (.076 to .178 mm.)
Thr z ; Thinwall Steel-backed. Whi te Metal.

1.920 "n.
1.860 ä n,
1.7 l¡. in.

(48.76 mm'j
(47,24 mm,
(44,55 mm.

1.790 in.
1.730 in,
I. 62L, i n,

,001 to ,002 in.

(45.47 mm'l(43.94 mm.
(41.25 mm.

(.0524 to .0508 mm.)

Eco nt .i.e Rotor

75 to 80 Ib./sq.in. (5.3 to 5.6 kg/cm2)
3 in. (76.2 mm.)
2.5/32 in, (54@77 mm.) at 16 lb.

(7.26 kgo) Load.
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li
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OIL FILTER

Type

Capacity

Tecalemit

1/2 pint (.28 litres)

OIL PRESSURE

Normal Running: Maximum
Minimum

80 Ib./sq. in.
30 Ib./sq. in.

2
(5. 6 kg/c~)
(2.1 kg/cm)

OIL COOLER

Type Full Flaw Water Tube

II'
W
i!.
I!

; J
I
,I
II

OIL CAPACITY 8.1/2 U.S. Pints. 7 Imp. Pints.

TORQUE WRENCH SETTINGS

Cylinder Head Nuts

Main Bearing Nuts

Connecting Rod Set Screws

50 Ib./ft.

70 Ib./ft.

35 Ib./ft.

(6.91 kg./m~)

(9.7 kgJm.)

(4.83 kg./m.)

FUEL SYSTEM

Carburettor:.
Make and Type
Choke
Main Jet

l: I
I

Flame Trap

Fuel Pump: Make
Type

Fup.lTank Capacity

Zenith. 34WlA.
27
120

Burgess

A.C.
U2.

Il Imp. Galls.
13 u. S. Galls.

COOLING SYSTEM

Type Raw Water, Pump, Thermostat with
Bypass.

One. Jabsco.

:Marine162F.
Planetary type with Single Lever Control

Gear is self,·,loèking,both "ahead"
and "astern".

,l
Pumps

Thermostat Setting

Reverse Gear

Oil Capacity 4.8 U.S. Pints.
4.O Imp. Pints.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIR1ENT

System

Charging System

Battery

Starter Motor

Dynamo

12 -volt Positive Earth.

Compensated Voltage Control.

Lucas GTW7A-2.

Lucas l.¡.:--BrushM35G BS79.

Lucas C39P2.

IGNITION SYSTEM

Sparking Plugs

Sïze

Champion N.A.8.

14 mm,
.019 to .021 in.

Lucas L.A.12.L.0.

Lucas, type D.M.2.

.014 to .016 in.

(.48 ta .53 mm.)Plug Gap

Coil

Distributor

Distributor Contact Points Gap (.35 to ~40 mm.)

Suppressors Type

Timing

Lucas No. 78l06A fitted on each H.T. Cable.
a7 B.T.D.C.
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HEALEY SPORTSBOAT MANUAL

.llIDEX

Page No.

Battery:
General·
storage
Terminals
Testing

Belt Tension:

Carburettor:

21
22
22
22

17
5 and

supplement

Cleaning:
Decks
Fittings
Floor
Hull
Hull-bottom
Upholstery
Windscreen

18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Clutch:
Adjustment

Contact Breaker:
Adjustment

Dynamo:
Brushes
Commutator
General Information •.•.
Lubrication
500 hr. Inspection
Cleaning

Dynamo driving belt:
Adjustment

Electrical system:

Electrics;
Checking

15

26

19
20
19
19
19
21

17
19

26

Engine:
Failure to start
Lacking power
Missing - at all speeds
Missing - at high speeds
Missing - at low speeds
Rurming hot
Spitting through

carhurettor
Stopping suddenly

1;1 •• ~

6
9
7
6
7

lO

8
8
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Page No,

Exhaust:
Banging " .~. .... 9

Fitting out: '" •• ,1 .... t) .. " :'I 25

Fuel Pump: .... .... 5

Hydrometer~
Method of use 22

Launching the boat: ..... fi"" 'I
4

Laying up the boat: • • It •
... ~~ 2.5

Lifting the boat: '" • r' l
24

Lubrication: ·.,.,. 12

Lubricants recommended: .••• ll¡.

Maintenance:
General 17

Mooring:
Procedure ·... ·.... 11

Oil Changing: ·.,. .... ,. .. " 12

Oil filter:
Servicing procedure •••• IO ••• (' if'¡ t 13

Oil Pressure: 5

Pressure pins:
Adjustment ~ ¡f () '* ·,.-- 15

Propeller Shaft:: ·... J7

Repainting~
Decks ...... \ 27
Hull ·.. , 27
Hull-bottom ..... 27

Reverse unit:
Adjustment ·.. ('

15

Running: 5

Running in: ,. .... • ., -t .., 4

SparkiYl8 plugs:
26Testing and adjustment ·..,

Specification: 29 et seq,

Starting: ' ... 5

Starter motor:
Brushes 19
General 1& ••• ., • # • 19
Jamming .. ... .... .... 20
Lubrication .... .... ..... 21
Failure .... ,.. 9
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Page No.

Steering: 17
Stern Gear: ~ ., • c fi €I "" 17

Sump:
Cleaning ·.- . ., ." . 12
Draining ·.., .. ·... 12

Thermostat~ ·... • •• If 5
TransmissiOn:

Checking .... IP t'! o .' ·... 26

Underway:
Procedure • •• of ·... • •• \9

Il

Voltage regulator
and cut-out: .... " .~ I' " IJ. fi I' 23

.'Nater pump bel t:
• •• q ·... 17

.Water ski-ing: ·... ·.... • CI ••
28

Water system:
Checking • • e 11
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